We look at Poisson geometry taking the viewpoint of singular foliations, understood as suitable submodules generated by Hamiltonian vector fields rather than partitions into (symplectic) leaves. The class of Poisson structures which behave best from this point of view, are those whose submodule generated by Hamiltonian vector fields arises from a smooth holonomy groupoid. We call them almost regular Poisson structures and determine them completely. They include regular Poisson and log symplectic manifolds, as well as several other Poisson structures whose symplectic foliation presents singularities.
Introduction
A great deal of the geometry, as well as the topology of a Poisson manifold pM, πq is determined by the nature of its symplectic foliation, namely the partition of M to immersed submanifolds (leaves) which carry a symplectic structure. Most of the symplectic foliations occurring in Poisson geometry are singular, that is to say, the dimension of the symplectic leaves varies.
In this paper we take an approach to symplectic foliations which is different from the traditional one, adopting the Stefan-Sussmann definition for singular foliations used in [1] . More precisely: instead of considering the partition of M into symplectic leaves, we focus on the C 8 pM q-module of vector fields F :" 7pΩ
2) HpFq is an adjoint groupoid, that is, it is the terminal object among all Lie groupoids whose Lie algebroid is isomorphic to that of HpFq.
For this reason we restrict our attention to those Poisson manifolds for which HpFq is a Lie groupoid.
In that case it turns out that the Poisson structure π on M is also "desingularized" by HpFq. We now elaborate on this.
Almost regular Poisson manifolds
The natural regularity condition from the singular foliations point of view leads to the following definition, which we present in §2 (Def. 2.5):
Definition A. A Poisson manifold pM, πq is almost regular if there is an isomorphism of C 8 pM qmodules F -Γ c pAq for some vector bundle A over M .
Almost regular Poisson structures include these two classes (the intersection of which are the symplectic manifolds, i.e. the full-rank Poisson tensors):
• Regular ; that is Poisson structures such that π has constant rank.
• Poisson structures having full rank on a dense open subset. These include Log-symplectic structures, i.e. Poisson structures on manifolds M -necessarily even dimensional manifolds, say of dimension 2n -such that^nπ is a section of the line bundle^2 n T M which is transverse to the zero section. They also include scattering symplectic structures [18] .
The following characterization of almost regular Poisson manifolds (see Theorem 2.8) is entirely in terms of the leaves of the symplectic foliation rather than the module F:
Theorem B. A Poisson manifold pM, πq is almost regular if and only if:
i) The subset M reg where 7 has maximal rank is dense in M , and ii) There is a (constant rank) distribution D of M , such that at every x P M reg the symplectic leaf of pM, πq at x is an open subset of the leaf of D at x.
In this case: the distribution D is unique, it is integrable, and its leaves are Poisson submanifolds.
The simplest example of an almost regular Poisson manifold that does not fall into the above two extreme classes is probably pR 3 , tB x^By q, the dual of the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg group. In §3 we explain how to construct almost regular Poisson structures in several ways, such as: from other almost regular ones by multiplying with suitable Casimir functions; via classical constructions in foliation theory; by taking a Poisson manifold equipped with a foliation by cosymplectic submanifolds, obtaining a foliated version of log-symplectic structures.
Desingularizing almost regular Poisson structures The principal motivation for introducing Definition A is the following: for any Poisson manifold pM, πq, denoting by F the C 8 pM qmodule defined at the beginning of this introduction, HpFq is a Lie groupoid iff pM, πq is an almost regular Poisson manifold.
This result is mainly due to the work of Debord [12] (for a more detailed account of the proof, see Remark 1.8). Now let pM, πq be almost regular. The vector bundle appearing in Def. A, which is just D˚, acquires canonically a Lie algebroid structure and is exactly the Lie algebroid of HpFq. In §4 we prove:
3) HpFq is a Poisson groupoid which induces the Poisson structure π on M via the target map.
Further the Poisson structure Π on HpFq is regular. Hence pHpFq, Πq "desingularizes" the Poisson structure on M .
From 1), 2), 3) it follows that any Lie groupoid integrating the Lie algebroid D˚is a Poisson groupoid that "desingularizes" both the singular foliation F and the Poisson structure π on M .
To put the above result into context, notice that the pair pD˚, Dq is a Lie bialgebroid, as one checks using Thm. B. It is trivial and well-known that the Lie algebroid D admits an adjoint groupoid, namely the holonomy groupoid HpDq of the foliation tangent to D. Note that HpDq is a Poisson groupoid inducing the Poisson structure´π on M via the target map, but the Poisson structure on HpDq is not almost regular.
The results we obtain in Prop. 4.2, Thm. 4.3 and Prop. 4.9 can be summarized as follows:
Theorem C. i) HpDq and HpFq are Poisson groupoids in duality, integrating respectively the Lie bialgebroids pD, D˚q and pD˚, Dq.
ii) There is a morphism of Lie groupoids HpFq Ñ HpDq which is an anti-Poisson map and integrates the Lie algebroid morphism 7 : D˚Ñ D.
In the regular case we obtain nothing new, and in the Log-symplectic case we have D " T M and the latter map is pt, sq : HpFq Ñ MˆM .
Log-symplectic manifolds. The fact that HpFq is the adjoint groupoid of D˚encompasses the case of Log-symplectic manifolds and their integrability. Recall that Gualtieri and Li in [15] constructed a symplectic groupoid for Log-symplectic manifolds using a blow-up construction (familiar by the work of Melrose on manifolds with boundary), and show that this groupoid is "adjoint".
Indeed, the Lie groupoid constructed by Gualtieri and Li is a holonomy groupoid, and therefore can be obtained not only by a blow-up procedure but also by the general and systematic construction of holonomy groupoids given in [1] .
The interesting case of Log-symplectic manifolds is a further motivation to cast our studies into singular foliation theory. This means that we enlarge the cases we examine to the widest class of Poisson structures for which the holonomy groupoid is a Lie groupoid, i.e. -as already mentioned -to almost regular Poisson structures.
Integrability. Another point revealed by considering the module F, is that the integrability of an almost regular Poisson manifold pM, πq depends only on the holonomy of the symplectic foliation. We show in §5 that if pM, πq is almost regular and the source-fibers of HpFq are 2-connected, then pM, πq is integrable.
A hierarchy for Poisson structures. In this paper we focus on Poisson manifolds whose underlying singular foliation F is projective, i.e. there is an isomorphism Γ c pAq " Ñ F for some vector bundle A. Let us point out an example of Poisson structure which does not belong to the "almost regular" class we discuss in this paper, but still satisfy a kind of projectivity, in fact at a higher level. Consider the Lie-Poisson manifold M " sup2q˚, the dual of the Lie algebra of SU p2q. In §3. 6 we show that in this case, while the module F is not projective, the sections of A 0 :" T˚M whose images by the anchor map vanish form a projective module of rank one. Whence, in this case F has a projective resolution of length 1:
for A 1 the trivial line bundle. As far as brackets as concerned, recent work of Laurent-Gengoux, Lavau and Strobl [19] proves that given an arbitrary singular foliation F, every projective resolution of F has an L 8 -algebroid structure, and that the resulting L 8 -algebroid is unique up to quasiisomorphism.
Thus it seems that the projective dimension of the symplectic foliation F might be used to give a hierarchy of Poisson structures. Although such a hierarchy is formulated in terms of homological algebra, in essence it distinguishes Poisson structures to classes according to the nature of the singularities of their symplectic foliations. From this point of view, almost regular Poisson structures are the class of Poisson structures whose symplectic foliation has zero projective dimension. Determining and characterizing the classes with higher projective dimension in the fashion of the current paper, is a problem of different order, which we hope will be addressed in the future.
Conventions: All Lie groupoids are assumed to be source connected, not necessarily Hausdorff, but with Hausdorff source-fibers. Given a Lie groupoid G Ñ M , we denote by t and s its target and source maps, and by i : G Ñ G the inversion map. We denote by 1 x P G the identity element corresponding to a point x P M , and by 1 M Ă G the submanifold of identity elements. Two elements g, h P G are composable if spgq " tphq. We identify the Lie algebroid of G, which we sometimes denote by LiepGq, with kerpdsq| M .
Projective singular foliations
In this section we introduce projective singular foliations, recall that they have an associated Lie groupoid, and treat in detail the case of singular foliations arising from Lie algebroids. The connections to Poisson geometry are deferred to the section 2.
After recalling briefly the notion of singular foliation [1] (understood as a suitable submodule of vector fields), we introduce projective singular foliations. Definition 1.1. A singular foliation on M is a C 8 pM q-submodule F of X c pM q (the compactly supported vector fields), which is locally finitely generated and stable by the Lie bracket.
By the work of Stefan [25] and Sussmann [26] , F induces a partition of M into injectively immersed connected submanifolds (called leaves), whose tangent spaces are given exactly by the evaluations of the elements of F. Notation 1.2. Let pM, Fq be a singular foliation. We establish the following notation, which will be used throughout this sequel. Let x P M .
• Let L x be the leaf of the foliation pM, Fq at x. We denote by F x the vector space T x L x .
• The quotient A F x :" F{I x F is a finite dimensional vector space (see [1] ). Here I x stands for ideal of functions in C 8 pM q which vanish at x.
• Recall from [1, §1] that the evaluation map gives rise to a short exact sequence of vector spaces
Its kernel a • Let L x be the leaf of pM, Fq at x P M . We denote A ii) Up to isomorphism covering id M there is a unique almost injective Lie algebroid A so that ρpΓ c pAqq " F. We refer to A as an almost injective Lie algebroid inducing F.
Proof. Item i) is well-known, so we prove only the uniqueness statement ii). Let A 1 be an another almost injective Lie algebroid such that ρ 1 pΓ c pA 1" F. Then the composition φ : Γ c pAq
1 q is an isomorphism of C 8 pM q-modules. It induces an isomorphism of Lie algebroids A Ñ A 1 which on the fiber over any
Here we denote by I x the ideal of smooth functions on M vanishing at x.
A leaf of a singular foliation is said to be regular if it has an open neighbourhood such that all leaves intersecting this neighbourhood have the same dimension. The set of regular points of F, which is by definition the union of the regular leaves, is denoted by M reg . It is an open dense subset of M [1, Prop. 1.5 c)]. Remark 1.5. If F is a projective foliation, the anchor ρ of a corresponding almost injective Lie algebroid A is injective exactly at points of M reg . It follows that the regular leaves are exactly the leaves of maximal dimension. In particular, the restriction F| Mreg to the open dense subset M reg is a regular foliation by leaves of dimension rkpAq.
Recall from Notation 1.2 the fiber A F x " F{I x F of the module F at a point x P M . The following lemma will be quite important in this sequel. Lemma 1.6.
i) The module F is projective iff dimpA F x q is a constant function of x P M .
ii) In this case there is a canonical Lie algebroid structure on
making it an almost injective Lie algebroid inducing F.
Proof. We first prove i). If F is projective we have F -Γ c pAq for a vector bundle A, so A F x " Γ c pAq{I x Γ c pAq " A x (the fiber of A at x) has the same dimension for all x P M .
The proof of the converse implication is standard [27] , we reproduce it for the reader's convenience. Fix x P M , take a basis of A F x and lift it to a set of generators X 1 , . . . , X n of F| U , where U is a neighbourhood of x. This is possible by [1, Prop. 1.5]. We claim that ÿ
where f i P C 8 pU q. Indeed, since the vector fields X 1 , . . . , X n are generators of F| U , for all y P U they induce a spanning set rX 1 s y , . . . , rX n s y of A F y . This spanning set is actually a basis since dimpA We can cover M by open subsets U on which generators X U 1 , . . . , X U n of F| U as above are defined. Consider the trivial rank n vector bundle over U , with X U 1 , . . . , X U n as canonical frame. By the above claim, on non-empty overlaps U X V there are unique functions g
The uniqueness implies that we can "glue" the trivial vector bundles to a vector bundle, denote by A F Ñ M , using the g U V ij as transition functions. The above claim also implies that the natural vector bundle map A F Ñ T M given by evaluation induces an isomorphism Γ c pA F q -F at the level of sections. This terminates the proof of i). It also shows that the Lie bracket of vector fields on F can be pulled back to A F , making A F into an almost injective Lie algebroid over M inducing F and proving ii).
Holonomy groupoids of projective singular foliations
We exhibit a few facts about Lie groupoids associated to projective singular foliations, for motivational purposes and for later use. Lie groupoids will not be used until §4. Proposition 1.7. Let F be a projective singular foliation. Denote by A the almost injective Lie algebroid inducing F. Then there exists an adjoint groupoid G of A, unique up to isomorphism. This means: i) G is a Lie groupoid integrating A (in particular A is an integrable Lie algebroid), ii) any (source-connected) Lie groupoid integrating A has a surjective morphism onto G which differentiates to the identity at the Lie algebroid level.
Proof. HpFq is a Lie groupoid iff F is projective.
For the direction "ñ" of this equivalence, recall from [13, Cor. 2.2] that for any singular foliation, every s-fiber HpFq x is a smooth manifold and the fiber F x coincides with the tangent space of HpFq x at the identity. Therefore, when HpFq is a Lie groupoid, the fiber A F x has constant dimension as the basepoint x runs through M . It follows from Lemma 1.6 that F is a projective module.
We now describe G " HpFq explicitly in terms of any Lie groupoid Γ integrating A. The following proposition follows from [1, Ex. 3.4(4) ]. Here we provide a direct proof, which relies only on Debord's work [12] . It makes use of the fact that G is a quasi-graphoid. Recall [12, Def-Prop. 1] that a quasi-graphoid is a Lie groupoid with the property that for any bisection b defined on an open subset U , the condition 2 t˝b " id U implies that b " ǫ| U , where ǫ denotes the inclusion of the identities in the Lie groupoid. Here we view bisections as sections of the source map. Proposition 1.9. Let Γ be any Lie groupoid integrating A. Then HpFq " Γ{ " Γ where
Proof. We first show that Γ{ " Γ is a Lie groupoid integrating A. Clearly Γ{ " Γ " Γ{I, where
(1.1)
It suffices (see for example [15, Thm. 1.20] ) to prove the following claims:
2 In [1] a bisection b satisfying t˝b " idU is said to carry the identity.
a) Set-theoretically, I is a normal subgroupoid of Γ lying in the union of the isotropy groups of Γ.
b) Topologically, I is an embedded Lie subgroupoid of Γ and it is s-discrete (i.e. the intersection of I with any s-fiber is discrete).
Proof of Claim a) : I is a set-theoretic subgroupoid of Γ, since bisections can be composed. It is clear that every element g P I lies in an isotropy group, since the existence of a bisection b as in (1.1) implies that tpbpyqq " y for all y P U , in particular for y " spgq. Further, I is a normal subgroupoid of Γ: given g P I x and γ P s´1pxq, we have that γgγ´1 P I by using the bisection βbβ´1, where b is a bisection as in (1.1) and β is any bisection through γ. Since I equals the union of the images of all local bisections b as in (1.1), this implies I X V " ǫpM q, where ǫ denotes the inclusion of the identities in Γ. Let g P I, and take a bisection b : U Ñ s´1pU q of Γ as in (1.1). Denote r b : s´1pU q Ñ s´1pU q the diffeomorphism given by rightmultiplication by the bisection b. It maps ǫpspgqq to g and it preserves I, since bpU q lies in the subgroupoid I. Applying r b to I X pV X s´1pU" ǫpU q we obtain that the intersection of I with r b pV q X s´1pU q (an open neighbourhood of g) is exactly bpU q. This shows both that I is an embedded submanifold (hence, a Lie subgroupoid ) of Γ and that I is discrete.
This concludes the proof that Γ{ " Γ is a Lie groupoid integrating A. Now, Γ{I is a quasi-graphoid by construction, and it integrates A. 
Singular foliations arising from Lie algebroids
Until the end of §1 we restrict our attention to singular foliations arising from a (not necessarily almost injective) Lie algebroid. Let E be any Lie algebroid and F :" ρpΓ c pEqq the corresponding singular foliation. In this subsection we single out certain Lie algebras associated to E (see the extension (1.5)).
where L x is the leaf of F through x. We display three short exact sequences of vector spaces. a) Recall that the fiber E x fits in a short exact sequence of vector spaces
Its kernel g x becomes a Lie algebra by inheriting the Lie bracket of Γ c pAq. It is known as the isotropy Lie algebra of E at x.
b) Recall from Notation 1.2 that the fiber A F x fits in a short exact sequence of vector spaces:
c) The anchor map at the level of sections ρ : Γ c pEq Ñ F induces a short exact sequence of vector spaces, that relate the two previous ones:
Indeed ρ sends the ideal I x Γ c pEq onto the ideal I x F, and E x " Γ c pEq{I x Γ c pEq. Explicitly, given e P E x we have r ρ x peq " ρpẽq mod I x F, whereẽ P ΓpEq is any extension of e.
It turns out that h x plays a crucial role, so it is worth giving it a name. We will justify this name in §5.
ii) h x is a Lie subalgebra of g x .
Proof. i) We prove only the inclusion "Ă", for the other one is trivial. Let e P kerpr ρ x q, then for one (and therefore any) extensionẽ P ΓpEq we have ρpẽq P I x F " ρpI x ΓpEqqq. Therefore there iŝ e P I x ΓpEq with ρpẽq " ρpêq. Sinceê vanishes at x,ẽ´ê P ΓpEq is also an extension of e, and maps identically to zero under ρ.
ii) Clearly h x is contained in g x " kerpρ x q. Item i) makes it clear that h x is closed under the Lie bracket of g x .
Remark 1.12. Lemma 1.11 i) shows that x Þ Ñ dimph x q is a lower semicontinuous function on M .
In particular, the dimension of h x jumps in the opposite way as the dimension of the isotropy Lie algebras g x . Now, it is quite easy to see that extensions (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) fit into the following commutative diagram of vector spaces and Lie algebras:
In particular, the obvious diagram chasing shows that the kernels of the extensions (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) form an extension of Lie algebras themselves:
The germinal isotropy Lie algebra differs from the isotropy Lie algebra only at singular leaves.
Proof. We only need to prove g x Ď h x . The extension (1.2) show that there is a neighbourhood W of the leaf L x such that the dimension of the isotropy Lie algebras g y is constant for every y P W . So any element e P g x can be extended to a section of E lying in isotropy Lie algebras, therefore by definition e lies in h x . An alternative proof consists in noticing that a F x " 0 and applying the short exact sequence (1.5).
Remark 1.14. Let L x be the leaf of F at x P M . Recall that the restriction E Lx of E to L x is a transitive Lie algebroid. Using Notation 1.2 we see that it fits in an extension of vector bundles
where h Lx is the bundle of Lie algebras h Lx " ď yPLx h y . In the terminology of Brahic [5] , the fact that (1.5) is a short exact sequence says that (1.6) is a clean extension. We will need this fact in §5.1.
Projective singular foliations arising from Lie algebroids
We specialize the setting of the previous subsection to projective singular foliations.
This proposition follows immediately from Lemma 1.6 and Def. 1.10:
. Let E be any Lie algebroid and F :" ρpΓ c pEqq the associated singular foliation. Then F is projective iff dimph x q is a constant function of x P M . We present an example of projective singular foliation arising from a Lie algebroid. A large class of examples, arising for cotangent Lie algebroids of Poisson manifolds, will be presented in §3.
Example 1.17. Let M be any manifold, k a Lie algebra, and σ : k Ñ XpM q a Lie algebra homomorphism, i.e. an infinitesimal (right) action of the Lie algebra k on M . Assume that the vector bundle map ρ : kˆM Ñ T M, pv, pq Þ Ñ σ p pvq is fiber-wise injective 3 on a dense subset of M . This means exactly that the transformation Lie algebroid kˆM is almost injective. Hence the singular foliation induced by the infinitesimal action, F act :" xσpvq : v P ky, is projective.
For instance, consider the action of C˚on C by multiplication, which has the origin as a fixed point and is free elsewhere. It is easy to see that the action induces the singular foliation F generated by the Euler vector field E :" xB x`y B y and by the "rotation" vector field X :" xB y´y B x . Similarly, consider the action of C˚on C 2 given by z¨pw 1 , w 2 q " pzw 1 , z k w 2 q for some k P Z. The induced singular foliation is generated by E 1`k E 2 and X 1`k X 2 , where the indices denote the copy of C on which the vector fields are defined. Both are projective singular foliations. Remark 1.18. a) Let F be a singular foliation arising as above from a Lie algebroid. As expected, the fact that F is projective or not really depends on F, and not just on the underlying partition of the manifold M into leaves.
For example, take M " R 2 . Consider the singular foliation F 1 induced by (the transformation Lie algebroid of) the action of C˚on C by multiplication, and F 2 induced by the action of GLp2, Rq on C " R 2 . Both singular foliations induce the same decomposition into two leaves of R 2 , namely the origin and R 2´t 0u. But F 1 is projective (see Ex. 1.17), while F 2 is not. To see the latter, recall from [1, Prop. 1.4 ] that the fiber pF 2 q 0 " F 2 {I 0 F 2 is the Lie algebra of GLp2, Rq, whence it has dimension 4. However, at every point x ‰ 0 of R 2 the fiber pF 2 q x is T x R 2 , whence it has dimension 2. So the dimension of h x is not constant, whence Prop. 1.15 implies that F 2 is not projective. b) For projective singular foliations F arising from the cotangent Lie algebroid of a Poisson manifold, we will see in Thm. 2.8 that there is a regular foliation containing the regular leaves of F as open subsets. This is not the case for projective singular foliations arising from arbitrary Lie algebroids (take for instance the singular foliation on R 2 generated by the Euler vector field xB x`y B y ).
Almost regular Poisson structures
At this stage we bring Poisson geometry into the picture. That is, we consider the singular foliation associated to a Poisson manifold (via the cotangent Lie algebroid) and focus on Poisson manifolds for which this singular foliation is projective.
Singular foliations arising from Poisson structures
In §1.4 we considered projective singular foliations arising from Lie algebroids. Now we specialize even further: we let pM, πq be a Poisson manifold and F :" ρpΓ c pT˚Mthe corresponding singular foliation, where T˚M is the Lie algebroid of the Poisson manifold. The anchor ρ : T˚M Ñ T M is given by contraction with π and is therefore skew-symmetric, implying that kerpρ x q " pImpρ x qq˝for all points x. So from Lemma 1.11 i) we get the following useful characterization:
In fact, for Poisson manifolds we can specify the position of h x inside the Lie algebra g x :" Kerpρ x q, improving Lemma 1.11 ii). Proposition 2.1. Let pM, πq be a Poisson manifold, and consider the Lie algebra g x :" Kerpρ x q for x P M . The germinal isotropy Lie algebra h x lies in Zpg x q, the center of g x .
Proof. Fix x P M , a local 1-form α with ρα " 0, and a local 1-form β with β x P g x (i.e. ρ x β x " 0). By definition of bracket on the Lie algebroid T˚M we have rα, βs " L ρα β´L ρβ α´dxρα, βy "´L ρβ α "´ι ρβ dα´dxρβ, αy.
where in the second equality two terms vanish because of ρα " 0. This vanishes at the point x since ρ x β x " 0 and´xρβ, αy " xρα, βy " 0.
a) When L x is a regular leaf g x is abelian, so the above statement is substantial only when L x is a singular leaf. b) As expected, h x ‰ Zpg x q usually: when M " R 2 and π " x 2 B x^By , we have h 0 " 0, and the Lie algebra g 0 is abelian (because rdx, dys " dtx, yu " 2xdx).
As an example, we compute germinal isotropies at the origin for linear Poisson manifolds. Proposition 2.3. Let pg, r , s g q be a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Consider the Poisson manifold g˚, endowed with linear bivector field π corresponding to the Lie-Poisson structure.
At the origin 0 P g˚one has h 0 " Zpgq.
Proof. Let e P T0 g˚" g. Using the definition of h 0 (see Def. 1.10) and the extension of e to a constant 1-form, we have
Here the second equivalence holds because the symplectic foliation F is generated by linear vector fields, so I 0 F is generated by vector fields that vanish quadratically at the origin, while ρpeq is a linear vector field. The third equivalence holds because pρpeqqpf q " re, f s g for any f P C 8 lin pg˚q " g.
Remarks 2.4 (On linearizability).
a) Let pM, πq be any Poisson manifold and x P M . Prop. 2.3 shows that for the linear Poisson structure on the dual of g x :" Kerpρ x q, at the origin we have h 0 " Zg x . For points x at which π vanishes (so g x " Tx M ), we deduce: if the Poisson structure π is linearizable 4 at x, then necessarily h x " Zg x . Notice that the inclusion "Ă" always holds by Prop. 2.1. b) Conn's linearization theorem [7] states that if the isotropy Lie algebra g x is a semisimple Lie algebra of compact type, then π is linearizable nearby x. Item a) is consistent with Conn's theorem, since semisimple Lie algebras have trivial center, whence h x " Zg x " t0u.
Almost regular Poisson manifolds
We introduce the objects of interest of this note, namely Poisson structures whose symplectic foliation is projective: Proposition 2.7. Given a Poisson manifold, the property of being "almost regular" depends only on the partition of the manifold into immersed leaves.
The above is somewhat surprising, and it contrasts with the situation for general Lie algebroids described in Rem. 1.18.
We can make Prop. 2.6 more explicit:
Theorem 2.8. Let pM, πq be a Poisson manifold, and denote 5 by M reg the open subset of M on which π has maximal rank. pM, πq is almost regular iff c) the involutive distribution D integrates to a regular foliation by Poisson submanifolds. This is clear at points of M reg , and it is true on the whole of M by a continuity argument.
Proof of Thm. 2.8. If x P M reg then the subspaces kerpρ y q have constant dimension for all points y nearby x, so that Lemma 1.11 i) implies h x " kerpρ x q. Taking annihilators we see that hx " T x L for each x P M reg , where L is the symplectic leaf through x.
"ñ" Assume that F is projective. Condition i) is satisfied by Rem. 1.5. Further, by Prop. 2.6, h is a vector subbundle of T˚M , so its annihilator
s a distribution on M . As seen above, at regular points x P M reg we have hx " T x L, where L is the symplectic leaf through x. So condition ii) is satisfied.
"ð" Let y P M . A covector ξ P Tẙ M can be extended locally to a 1-form annihilating the symplectic leaves of pM, πq iff ξ P Dy. This follows from the fact that for all
where L denotes the symplectic leaf through x, and that M reg is dense in M . By eq. (2.1) this means that h y " Dy, i.e. h " D˝. D being a distribution implies that h has constant rank, so we can apply Prop. 2.6.
Remark 2.10. By Rem. 1.16, an almost injective Lie algebroid that gives rise to F is
i.e. the cotangent bundle to the leaves of the regular foliation.
We characterize almost regular Poisson structures directly in terms of the bivector field π.
Proposition 2.11. Let pM, πq be a Poisson manifold, denote by k the minimal integer such that k π is not identically zero and^k`1π " 0.
Notice that the subbundle K above, when it exists, is unique.
Proof. We make use of the characterization of almost regular Poisson structures obtained in Thm. 2.8. Clearly, at any point x of M , π has maximal rank (namely 2k) iff p^kπq x ‰ 0. Hence we only need to show that the existence of a subbundle K as in iiq is equivalent to the existence of a distribution D as in Thm. 2.8 iiq.
It is a line bundle, and since the leaves of D are Poisson submanifolds, we can view π as a section of^2D, so^kπ P ΓpKq. Conversely, given K, notice that at points x P M reg we have Rp^kπq x " K x . Hence K x is spanned by a decomposable element of^2
k T x M (namely, the wedge product of the elements of a basis of T x L, where L denotes the symplectic leaf through x). The same holds for any arbitrary point of M , since being decomposable is a closed 6 condition and M reg is dense in M . Hence there exists a rank 2k distribution D such that^2
where L denotes the symplectic leaf through x.
Examples of almost regular Poisson structures
In §3.1- §3.5 we present several classes of examples of almost regular Poisson manifolds, mostly making use of Thm. 2.8. In §3.6 we will see that linear Poisson manifolds are seldom almost regular, and in §3.7 we present a natural construction involving Lie algebra actions which however allows us to recover only regular Poisson structures. 6 This can be seen choosing coordinates to identify the tangents spaces of M with R n , and using the fact that the decomposable elements of the projective space Pp^2 k R n q form a closed subset because they are exactly the elements in the image of the Plücker embedding
where tw1, . . . , w 2k u is any basis of the subspace W Ă R n .
Two extreme cases of almost regular Poisson manifolds
There are two extreme classes of almost regular Poisson manifolds pM, πq, as can be seen from Thm. 2.8:
a) The case M reg " M : one obtains exactly the regular Poisson manifolds, i.e. π has constant rank. In this case, the regular foliation integrating D is the foliation by symplectic leaves of pM, πq.
b) The case D " T M : one obtains exactly bivector fields π which have full rank on a dense subset of M . A special case is given by log symplectic structures, also known as b-symplectic structures [16] , which we recall in §3.5. Many examples and constructions for them are given in [6] and [14] , both on orientable and non-orientable manifolds. A simple example is the bivector field π " yB x^By on R 2 ; it has full rank everywhere except on the x-axis. Another special case is given by scattering symplectic structures [18] .
Multiplying by Casimir functions
The following is probably the simplest class of almost regular Poisson manifolds that does not belong to the above two extreme classes. It includes pR 3 , tB x^By q, the dual of the Heisenberg Lie algebra. In general, one can use Casimir functions to produce new almost regular Poisson structures out of old ones. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and is omitted. Ex. 3.2 can be recovered from the above lemma as follows: pNˆR, π N q is a regular Poisson manifold and t P C 8 pNˆRq is a Casimir function with full support.
Products and suspensions
The class of almost regular Poisson structures is closed with respect to cartesian products, as can be seen easily from Thm. 2.8. More generally, one can perform a straightforward extension of a classical construction from foliation theory, known as suspension, as follows. For instance, let φ be a Poisson diffeomorphism of an almost regular Poisson manifold pN, π N q. φ generates an action of Z on pN, π N q, and choosing B " S 1 we obtain an almost regular Poisson structure on the "mapping torus" pRˆN q{Z, i.e. on pr0, 1sˆN q{pp0, xq " p1, φpxqq.
log-f symplectic manifolds
Recall that a log symplectic structure on a manifold M 2n is a Poisson structure π such that^nπ is a section of the line bundle^2 n T M that is transverse to the zero section [16] . The zeros of this section then form a smooth hypersurface Z (not necessarily connected), called the exceptional hypersurface.
By analogy to this, Prop. 2.11 suggests to define: Definition 3.5. Let pM, πq be a Poisson manifold with π ı 0, denote by k the unique integer such that^kπ is not identically zero and^k`1π " 0. We say that pM, πq is log-f symplectic if there is a rank 1 vector subbundle K Ă^2
k T M such that^kπ is a section of K which is transverse to the zero section. Example 3.6. When the dimension of M is even and 2k " dimpM q, it follows from the definition that π is a log symplectic structure. This justifies in part the name "log-f symplectic", see Prop. 3.9 below for a further justification.
Let pM, πq be a log-f symplectic manifold. To simplify the notation let us denote s :"^kπ and grpsq :" tspxq : x P M u Ă K. By definition, the transversality condition for s at a point x P grpsq X M is T x grpsq`T x M " T x K, which is equivalent to T x grpsq ‰ T x M since K has rank 1. Notice that Z :" grpsq X M is a codimension 1 submanifold (when it is not empty), so in particular its complement is dense in M . By Prop. 2.11 we conclude that pM, πq is an almost regular Poisson structure.
In the rest of this subsection we address the following natural question. Denote by D the associated distribution as in Thm. 2.8. It satisfies^2 k D " K, and its leaves are Poisson submanifolds of pM, πq of dimension 2k. It is natural to wonder whether, for each leaf P of D, the pair pP, π P q is a log symplectic manifold, where π P denotes the restriction of π to P . The answer is "no", but we obtain a positive partial result in Prop. 3.9.
Lemma 3.7. Let x P Z X P . Then^kπ P is transverse to the zero section of^2
On the other hand the transversality condition for^kpπ P q at x is is equivalent to T x grp^kpπ P‰ T x P , i.e. to T x grps| P q ‰ D x .
Let us denote
By Lemma 3.7 this is the set of points x of Z where the leaf of D through x "fails to be log symplectic at x". Hence a leaf of D is log symplectic iff it does not intersect Z sing .
We present simple examples of log-f symplectic manifolds. More example are given in the next subsection (see the text following Prop. 3.14 and Remark 3.15).
Example 3.8. Let f : R 3 Ñ R be a function such that 0 is a regular value. Consider the Poisson manifold pR 3 , f B x 1^B x 2 q. Then grpπq is a section of the line bundle K " RpB x 1^B x 2 q, and it is transverse to the zero section since 0 is a regular value of f . Hence we have a log-f symplectic manifold. Notice that by dimension reasons Z sing " tx P f´1p0q : D x " T x Zu. A consequence of this is that any smooth curve with image in Z sing lies in a single leaf of D.
Using D x " SpantB x 1 , B x 2 u, we see that: a) For f " x 1 we have Z " tx 1 " 0u and T x Z ‰ D x at all x P Z, so Z sing is empty. b) For f " x 3 we have Z " tx 3 " 0u and T x Z " D x at all x P Z, so Z sing " Z. (This is a special case of Ex. 3.2).
c) For f " x 3´x 2 1 we have Z " tx 3´x 2 1 " 0u and Z sing " tx 1 " 0u X Z is a line inside Z.
The above example is special also in that the rank of D is exactly the dimension of Z. In general the following proposition holds, stating that "almost all" leaves of D are log symplectic manifolds, therefore justifying the name we gave in Def. 3.5.
Proposition 3.9. Let pM, πq be a log-f symplectic manifold. Denote by D the corresponding involutive distribution. Assume that M {D, the quotient of M by the foliation integrating D, has a 8 smooth manifold structure so that the projection pr : M Ñ M {D is a submersion.
Then there is a measure zero set X Ă M {D such that for all c P pM {Dq´X, the leaf pr´1pcq is a log symplectic manifold.
Remark 3.10. a) Of course M {D is not always a smooth manifold. However one can always apply the above proposition locally, since for every point of M there is a neighbourhood U such that U {pD| U q is smooth. Indeed, as U one can take the domain of a foliated chart for the foliation integrating D.
b) Since X has measure zero, the complement pM {Dq´X is a dense subset of M {D. (See [21] for more details).
Proof. Let Z and Z sing be as above. Consider the map
The set of critical points of pr| Z is exactly Z sing . (This is seen noticing that at every x P Z the derivative ppr| Z q˚x has kernel D x X T x Z, and counting dimensions). Therefore the critical values of pr| Z are exactly the points c P M {D such that ppr| Z q´1pcq X Z sing ‰ H, i.e. exactly those for which pr´1pcq is not log symplectic. The classical Sard's theorem says that the set of critical values of any differentiable map between manifolds has zero measure.
Foliations by cosymplectic submanifolds
Given a manifold M with a Poisson structure π, an approach to construct a new Poisson structure on M with some control of its symplectic foliation is the following: prescribe a foliation on M so that the leaves of the foliation have an induced Poisson structure. In favorable cases the latter combine into a new Poisson structure on M . We take this approach to construct new almost regular Poisson manifolds out of old ones, using a foliation by cosymplectic submanifolds. We start with a general statement (Lemma 3.12), which we then specialize in order to provide concrete examples.
Remark 3.11. Let pP, Πq be a Poisson vector space, i.e. P is a vector space and Π P^2P . We denote by 7 : P˚Ñ P the map induced by contraction with Π.
Let W Ă P be a subspace. W is called a cosymplectic subspace if 7W˝' W " P . In this case there is an induced bivector on W (making W a Poisson vector space), described as follows [10] : its sharp map 7 W : W˚Ñ W is given by
whereξ P P˚is the unique extension of ξ which annihilates 7W˝.
For later reference, we also mention a few general facts about Poisson vector spaces pP, Πq . The image O :" 7P˚is a symplectic vector space, and the symplectic form ω P^2O˚is completely equivalent to Π. For any subspace Z Ă P , the symplectic orthogonal of Z X O in pO, ωq is 7Z˝. Hence 7Z˝X Z is the kernel of the restriction of ω to Z X O. Notice that when Z is a cosymplectic subspace, this restriction is non-degenerate.
Given a Poisson manifold pM, πq, a cosymplectic submanifold N is one whose tangent spaces are cosymplectic. By the above N inherits a bivector field π N , which is a Poisson structure.
Lemma 3.12. Let pM, πq be a Poisson manifold so that π has full rank (i.e. is symplectic) on a dense subset. Let D be an involutive distribution on M whose integral leaves are cosymplectic submanifolds.
Consider the bivector field π new on M which, on each leaf N of D, agrees with the Poisson bivector field π N induced by π. Then pM, π new q is an almost regular Poisson structure.
Proof. To show that π new is a smooth bivector field on M we argue that the corresponding sharp map T˚M Ñ T M is smooth. This holds since the extensionξ of ξ in eq. (3.1) is unique. Since the restriction of π new to each leaf of D is Poisson, it follows that π new is a Poisson bivector field on M .
Let N be a leaf of the distribution D. The symplectic leaves of pN, π N q are the intersection of the symplectic leaves of pM, πq with N [10, §9]. Denote by M reg the dense subset of M on which π is symplectic. At points of M reg , the tangent space of the symplectic leaf of pN, π N q is the tangent space to T N . In particular, the set of points where π new has maximal rank contains M reg , so it is dense. It follows that pM, π new q is almost regular by Thm. 2.8.
Remark 3.13. If a distribution D on a Poisson manifold pM, πq satisfies the cosymplectic condition 7Dx ' D x " T x M at a point x, by continuity it satisfies it in a neighbourhood of x in M .
Recall that on a log symplectic manifold M of dimension 2n with exceptional hypersurface Z, the symplectic leaves are given by the connected components of M´Z, which are open, and the symplectic leaves lying in Z, which have dimension 2n´2.
Proposition 3.14. Let pM, πq be a log symplectic manifold. Let D be an involutive distribution on
at all x P Z. Then there exists a tubular neighbourhood U of Z in M on which the Poisson bivector field π new (defined as in Lemma 3.12) is almost regular.
Proof. By Remark 3.13 there is a tubular neighbourhood U of Z in M on which the decomposition 7D˝' D " T M holds. Apply Lemma 3.12 to pU, π| U q.
Remark 3.15. In Prop. 3.14, π new is actually a log-f symplectic structure on U . Indeed π decomposes as π " π new`πtrans where π new P Γp^2Dq and π trans P Γp^27D˝q [10, §9.1]. Sô n π -^kπ new b^n´kπ trans P Γp^2 k D b^2 pn´kq 7D˝q where 2n " dimpM q and 2k " rankpDq. Now^n´kπ trans is a nowhere vanishing section of the line bundle^2 pn´kq 7D˝, hence the fact that n π is transverse to the zero section of^2 n T M implies that^kπ new is transverse to the zero section of^2 k D.
We now describe a simple situation in which Prop. 3.14 applies. Let pO, ωq be a compact symplectic manifold. Let ψ : O Ñ O be a symplectomorphism. Endow Z :" pr0, 1sˆOq{ p0, xq " p1, ψpxqq with the corank 1 Poisson structure π Z induced by the obvious product Poisson structure on r0, 1sÔ . The symplectic leaves of π Z are exactly the fibers of the canonical projection Z Ñ S 1 , and are all symplectomorphic to pO, ωq. It is well-known that pZˆR, π :" tB t^Bθ`πZ q is a log symplectic manifold, where θ denotes the coordinate on r0, 1s and t the one on R.
Corollary 3.16. In the above setting, let ∆ be an involutive distribution on O by symplectic subspaces, and assume that 9 ψ˚∆ " ∆. Define the distribution
Then D satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 3.14, and therefore π new is an almost regular Poisson structure on Zˆp´ǫ, ǫq for some ǫ ą 0.
Proof. We have to show that D satisfies the assumptions of Prop. 3.14. The involutivity of D follows from the following fact: the flow of B θ on Z preserves the distribution ∆.
We show that eq. (3.2) holds at all x P Z. By Rem. 3.11, 7 x Dx is the symplectic orthogonal of
, and the statement follows from this.
We exhibit examples for Cor. 3.16. Notice that in that corollary the symplectic leaves of π new at points of Z are exactly the leaves of ∆.
Example 3.17. Consider the symplectic manifold pO, ωq :" pT 4 , dx 1^d x 2`d x 3^d x 4 q. a) Take ψ " id T 4 . We have Zˆp´ǫ, ǫq " T 5ˆp´ǫ , ǫq, with log symplectic structure π " tB t^Bθ`Bx 1^B x 2`B x 3^B x 4 . Take ∆ :" Rp
where a 1 , . . . , b 4 P R satisfy pa 1 b 2´a2 b 1 q`pa 3 b 4´a4 b 3 q ‰ 0. ∆ is an involutive symplectic distribution on T 4 , and its leaves are all diffeomorphic to each other and may be diffeomorphic to a 2-torus, to a cylinder or to a plane.
In the simple case ∆ :" RB x 1 ' RB x 2 , on T 5ˆp´ǫ , ǫq we obtain the almost regular Poisson structure π new " tB t^Bθ`Bx 1^B x 2 .
b) Fix n, m P Z. Let ψ be the symplectomorphism of O " T 2ˆT2 which in matrix form is given
where we identify T 2 with R 2 {Z 2 .(Notice that both matrices lie in SLp2, Zq.) Z is the Whitney sum X n ' X m of two T 2 -bundles over S 1 , and the 6-dimensional manifold ZˆR is log symplectic.
Let ∆ :" RB x 1 ' RB x 2 , and consider the corresponding Poisson structure π new on Zˆp´ǫ, ǫq. The symplectic leaves of π new lying in Z are the 2-dimensional fibers of the T 2 -bundle X n Ñ S 1 , while the symplectic leaves on the complement of Z are 4-dimensional and given by copies of X nˆp 0, ǫq and X nˆp´ǫ , 0q.
One obtains a more interesting symplectic foliation, when n ‰ 0 and n ‰´m, by choosing the symplectic involutive distribution on O to be
Its leaves are again 2-tori, which however now "wind around O".
Linear Poisson manifolds
Linear Poisson structures (those given by duals of Lie algebras) are seldom almost regular, as we now discuss.
Example 3.18. The Poisson manifold sup2q˚, endowed with the canonical (linear) Poisson structure, is not almost regular. The symplectic foliation F consists of all vector fields on sup2q˚-R spheres on sup2q˚´t0u can not be extended to a regular foliation on sup2q˚, so that the second condition in Thm. 2.8 is not 10 satisfied. Alternatively one can use Prop. 2.6 and notice that F is not projective by eq. (2.1): dimph p q " 1 for p P sup2q˚´t0u, but h p " 0 at p " 0, since every one form annihilating the concentric spheres must vanish at the origin. Remark 3.19. As mentioned in the introduciton, although the singular foliation F associated to the Lie-Poisson manifold sup2q˚": M -R 3 is not projective, it is not too far from being projective. The anchor map induces at the level of sections a surjective map 7 : Γ c pT˚M q Ñ F. The kernel of this map is the submodule generated by 11 α :" dpr 2 {2q " r¨dr " x¨dx`y¨dy`z¨dz, hence it is a projective module. Denoting by RˆM the trivial line bundle, we hence obtain an exact sequence of C 8 pM q-modules
i.e. a projective resolution of F of length 1.
For any p P M , the relation to the germinal isotropy Lie algebras h p is as follows. By quotienting every term of (3.3) with the ideal induced by I p (the functions vanishing at p), we obtain a sequence of vector spaces 0 Ñ R¨α
The image of the first map is exactly h p , by Lemma 1.11 i). Notice that this sequence fails to be exact at R (i.e. the map¨α p is not injective) for p " 0.
More generally we have the following. 
Proof.
The implication "ð" follows immediately from Thm. 2.8. For the other implication, we remark that for any Lie algebra g one checks in a straightforward way that Zpgq Ă h ξ for all ξ P g˚. By Propositions 1.15 and 2.3, g˚is almost regular iff dimph ξ q " dimpZpgqq for all ξ P g˚, i.e. if h ξ " Zpgq. We conclude using Thm. 2.8, recalling that D " h˝.
In particular, when Zpgq " t0u, g˚is almost regular iff the union of the open symplectic leaves is dense. For instance, the Poisson manifold pR 2 , xB x^By q -which is the dual of the two-dimensional Lie algebra with bracket re 1 , e 2 s " e 1 -is almost regular, and even more, it is log symplectic.
Actions
It is tempting to use group actions to construct almost regular Poisson structures. Unfortunately the simplest possible attempt, which we now outline, only delivers regular Poisson structures.
Let g be a Lie algebra and r P^2g such that 13 rr, rs " 0. Let M be any manifold and σ : g Ñ XpM q a Lie algebra homomorphism, i.e. an infinitesimal (right) action of the Lie algebra g on M . The 10 The first condition is satisfied, since Mreg " sup2q˚´t0u. 11 Indeed, by applying the standard inner product in R 3 , this statement is equivalent to saying that any smooth vector field on R 3 that is radial (i.e. perpendicular to the concentric spheres about the origin) is a C 8 pR 3 q-multiple of the Euler vector field xBx`yBy`zBz. 12 As is well-known, the symplectic leaves of the Lie-Poisson structure are exactly the orbits for the coadjoint action of any connected Lie group integrating g. 13 We then obtain a triangular Lie bialgebra, given by the Lie algebra structure on g and by the cocycle δ :" rr,¨s : g Ñ^2g [20, §2.2, §2.4].
bivector field π :" p^2σqprq is clearly a Poisson bivector field 14 on M . The image of the contraction map r 7 : g˚Ñ g is a Lie subalgebra k Ă g. We do not lose any information by restricting ourselves to the infinitesimal action of k on M (which we still denote by σ) and regarding r as a (full rank) element of^2k.
Assume that the transformation algebroid kˆM is almost injective. Unfortunately, even with this assumption the Poisson manifold pM, πq is not almost regular in general. Indeed, the projective singular foliation F act induced by the infinitesimal action (see Ex. 1.17) does not necessarily agree with the singular foliation F Pois induced by the Poisson structure π as in §2.1. In general, we have only F Pois Ă F act , which follows immediately from the relation
Notice that if kerpσ p q`Impr 7˝σp q " k for all points p, then the leaves of F Pois and F act coincide. If the infinitesimal action is almost free, i.e. σ p is injective at every point, then we obtain F Pois " F act , a regular foliation associated to a regular Poisson structure.
A concrete example of the above is the following. Example 3.21. As in Ex. 1.17, to which we refer for the notation, consider the action of C˚on C 2 given by z¨pw 1 , w 2 q " pzw 1 , z k w 2 q for some k P Z. Denote by σ : k Ñ XpC 2 q the corresponding infinitesimal action (here k is the Lie algebra of the Lie group C˚). Then F act " xE 1`k E 2 , X 1`k X 2 y, a singular foliation generated by linear vector fields. Consider the element r P^2k -R for which
Notice that π is a Poisson bivector field that vanishes quadratically at the origin, so the singular foliation F Pois induced by π is generated by quadratic vector fields. In particular, F Pois Ĺ F act . Notice however that the leaves of the two foliations coincide, since the vanishing set of E 1`k E 2 agrees with the one of X 1`k X 2 .
We saw in Ex. 1.17 that F act is projective. On the other hand, when k ‰ 0, F Pois is not projective (so π is not almost regular). This follows from Lemma 1.11 i) and Prop. 1.15, for the Poisson structure π is regular of rank two at points p away from the origin (so dimph p q " 2 there), while at the origin we have h 0 " 0, since any 1-form that annihilates the vector field E 1`k E 2 must vanish at the origin. When k " 0, we have π " E 1^X1 " px 
The holonomy groupoid is a Poisson groupoid
In this section we show that almost regular Poisson manifolds -which in general are not integrated by a symplectic groupoid -come together with well-behaved Lie groupoids, that among other things allow to desingularize them. This is not surprising, since these Poisson manifolds are exactly those whose associated singular foliation is projective, and to projective singular foliations one associates an adjoint Lie groupoid as in Prop. 1.7. More precisely, in §4.3 to an almost regular Poisson manifold we associate two Poisson groupoids in duality, both of which are adjoint groupoids, and one of which has a regular Poisson structure. In §4.4 we show that these two Poisson groupoids are related by a morphism. An interesting question raised by Y. Kosmann-Schwarzbach is whether each of these groupoids acts on the other one by dressing transformations.
Lie bialgebroids
We recall some standard material on Lie bialgebroids and Poisson groupoids, based on the work of Mackenzie-Xu and Weinstein. We refer the reader to the monograph [20] for a review of Poisson groupoids from a modern perspective.
A Lie bialgebroid [23, §3] is a pair pA, A˚q where A is a Lie algebroid with the property that its dual A˚is also a Lie algebroid, and both structures are compatible in the following sense: A special kind of Lie bialgebroid was introduced in [23, §4] . Let A be a Lie algebroid, and Λ a section of^2A such that rΛ, Λs " 0. 
The Lie bialgebroid associated with an almost regular Poisson structure
Let pM, πq be an almost regular Poisson manifold. Clearly the involutive distribution D introduced in §2.2 is a Lie algebroid over M . Since each leaf P of D is endowed with the Poisson bivector field π P obtained by restriction which satisfies rπ P , π P s " 0, D˚is also a Lie algebroid and pD, D˚q a triangular Lie bialgebroid (see §4.1). This simple observation is the starting point of this whole section.
We remind that by Remark 2.10 and Notation 1.2 there is a canonical isomorphism of Lie algebroids
induced by the contraction with π, where A F was introduced in Lemma 1.6 as an almost injective Lie algebroid inducing F.
Example 4.1. Consider M " R 2 with the almost regular Poisson structure π " qB q^Bp . We have D " T M . At x " pq, pq P R 2 , the isomorphism (4.1) is Tx M Ñ A F x given by dq Þ Ñ rqB p s and dp Þ Ñ r´qB q s. The r-matrix π P^2ΓpT M q can be viewed as a bilinear form on Tx M , which maps pdq, dpq to q. Viewed as a bilinear form on A F x using the above isomorphism, it maps prXs, rY sq to ωpX, Y q| x where X, Y P F and ω is the symplectic form on the symplectic leaf through x. (So ω " 0 if q " 0, and ω " 1 q dq^dp otherwise.)
HpDq and HpF q as Poisson groupoids
Let pM, πq be almost regular Poisson manifold. The material recalled in §4.1 immediately implies: The above is a statement about the Lie bialgebroid pD, D˚q. In the rest of this subsection we will consider its "dual", namely the Lie bialgebroid pD˚, Dq. Since the singular foliation F is projective, its holonomy groupoid HpFq is a Lie groupoid that integrates the almost injective Lie algebroid D˚, by eq. (4.1) and §1.2. Proof. Let Γ Ñ M be the s-simply connected Lie groupoid integrating the almost injective Lie algebroid D˚(it is obtained taking the universal covers of the source-fibers of HpFq). The isomorphism of Lie algebroids (4.1) and Prop 1.9 imply that HpFq " Γ{ " Γ . The equivalence relation " Γ introduced in Prop. 1.9 can be alternatively described as follows 16 :
where φ :" pt, sq : Γ Ñ MˆM is the target-source map. We denote by p : Γ Ñ Γ{ " Γ " HpFq the canonical projection.
Since Γ is s-simply connected and integrates the Lie algebroid D˚, it admits a unique Poisson structure Π making it a Poisson groupoid integrating the Lie bialgebroid pD˚, Dq by [24, Thm 4.1].
Claim: The Poisson structure Π on Γ descends to a well-defined Poisson structure on Γ{ " Γ .
Let y 1 , y 2 P Γ such that y 1 " Γ y 2 . We need to show that p˚pΠ y 1 q " p˚pΠ y 2 q. Let the neighbourhood U of y 1 and the smooth map τ : U Ñ Γ be as in the above description of the equivalence relation " Γ . Notice that p˝τ " p, as a consequence of φ˝τ " φ and the description of " Γ . Hence it suffices to show that τ˚pΠ y 1 q " Π y 2 .
The situation is summarized by the following commutative diagram:
We will use the fact that, as for every Poisson groupoid, φ " pt, sq : Γ Ñ MˆM is a Poisson map [28, Thm. 4.2.3] , where the Poisson structure on the codomain is the product pM, πqˆpM,´πq.
Denote by M reg the open dense subset of M consisting of regular points of the singular foliation F induced by π. N :" s´1pM reg q " t´1pM reg q is an open dense subset of Γ, as the preimage of M reg under a surjective submersion. For all z P U X N , notice that τ pzq P N , since φ˝τ " φ. The derivative pφ˚q τ pzq : T τ pzq Γ Ñ T φpzq pMˆM q is injective. Indeed its kernel kerpt˚q τ pzq X kerps˚q τ pzq is trivial since Γ| Mreg has discrete isotropy groups, which in turn is due to two facts: i) HpFq is a discrete quotient of Γ and ii) HpFq| Mreg " HpF| Mreg q, being the holonomy groupoid of a regular foliation, has discrete isotropy groups. This injectivity implies that τ˚pΠ z q " Π τ pzq , since both sides map to the same bivector under pφ˚q τ pzq (recall that φ is a Poisson map and φ˝τ " φ). Since U X N is dense in U , by continuity the same holds for all points z P U , in particular we have τ˚pΠ y 1 q " Π y 2 . This proves the claim. △
Since the fibers of p are discrete, the fact that pΓ, Πq is a Poisson groupoid integrating pD˚, Dq implies that the same is true for Γ{ " Γ with the induced Poisson structure.
For every leaf P of D, the Lie algebroid of HpFq| P is D˚-T˚P . The following results is no surprise, and justifies why the Poisson groupoid HpFq can be regarded as a "desingularization" of the almost regular Poisson manifold pM, πq:
Corollary 4.5. For every leaf P of D, the restriction HpFq| P is a symplectic leaf of the Poisson structure Π on HpFq, which hence is a regular Poisson structure. Further HpFq| P is a symplectic groupoid for pP, π P q. Proof. Let Γ Ñ M be the s-simply connected Lie groupoid obtained taking the universal covers of the source-fibers of HpFq. In the proof of Thm. 4.3 we saw that the Poisson structure on HpFq is obtained by quotienting a Poisson structure Π making pΓ, Πq a Poisson groupoid integrating the Lie bialgebroid pD˚, Dq, hence we may work on Γ instead than on HpFq. Claim: For each leaf P of D, the restricted groupoid Γ| P :" s´1pP q " t´1pP q is a Poisson submanifold of pΓ, Πq.
For any y P Γ| P we have linear isomorphisms rT tpyq P s˝-rT y pΓ| P qs˝-rT spyq P s˝induced by the submersions t and s, where the annihilators are taken in T tpyq M , T y Γ and T spyq M respectively. We have
since t is a Poisson map and P a Poisson submanifold. The analog equation holds for s. As a consequence, the restriction to rT y pΓ| P qs˝of d y φ˝Π 7 y vanishes identically, where φ :" pt, sq : Γ Ñ MˆM . In the proof of Thm. 4.3 we saw that there is an open dense subset N Ă Γ where dφ is injective. In the case that y lies in N , it follows that Π 7 y annihilates rT y pΓ| P qs˝. Since N is a dense subset of Γ, this holds at all y P Γ| P , proving the claim. △ Γ| P , with the restriction Π| Γ| P , is a Poisson groupoid 17 integrating the Lie bialgebroid pD| P , D˚| P q " pT˚P, T P q. By the uniqueness statement in [24, Thm 4.1], Π| Γ| P agrees with the inverse of the symplectic form making Γ| P the s-simply connected symplectic groupoid integrating T˚P . We present a well-known example of the above (see for instance [11, Ex. 5.16] ). Endow any manifold M with the trivial Poisson structure π " 0. As a regular foliation on M take the oneleaf foliation, so D˚" T˚M with the trivial Lie algebroid structure. The s-simply connected symplectic groupoid integrating pM, πq is T˚M endowed with the canonical symplectic form Ω and with groupoid composition being addition along the fibers. Now specialize to M " S 3 , the 3-sphere. Then T˚S 3 -S 3ˆR3 , and quotienting by the bundle of lattices S 3ˆZ3 we obtain another Lie groupoid integrating the cotangent bundle Lie algebroid, namely G " S 3ˆT3 where T 3 is the 3-torus. The symplectic form Ω however does not descend to G. Indeed, G does not admit any symplectic structure at all. To see this, suppose G admitted a symplectic form ω, defining a cohomology class rωs P H 2 pGq -H 0 pS 3 q b H 2 pT 3 q (we used the Künneth formula here). We have rωs 2 P H 0 pS 3 q b H 4 pT 3 q " t0u, therefore the top power of the symplectic form satisfies rωs 3 " 0, which is a contradiction since G is compact.
We spell out the special case of Thm. 4.3 in which the regular foliation on M consists of just one leaf, generalizing [15, Cor. 2.19] .
Corollary 4.8. Let M be a manifold and π be a Poisson structure which is symplectic on an open dense subset of M (for instance, a log symplectic structure). Consider the Lie algebroid T˚M associated to the Poisson structure. Then the adjoint groupoid of T˚M is a symplectic groupoid for the Poisson manifold pM, πq.
Duality of Poisson groupoids
It is well-known [23, §3] that if pA, A˚q is a Lie bialgebroid, then pA˚, Aq also is. A Poisson groupoid integrating a Lie bialgebroid pA, A˚q and one integrating the Lie bialgebroid pA˚, Aq are said to be dual to one another [28, Def. 4.4.1] .
Given an almost regular Poisson structure pM, πq, we saw that HpDq and HpFq are dual Poisson groupoids, by Prop. 4.2 and Thm. 4.3. The Poisson structure they induce on M (via the target map) are equal up to a sign and are given by´π and π respectively. Notice that the orbits on M induced by these groupoids differ, since they are given respectively by the leaves of D and the leaves of F (i.e. the symplectic foliation of M ).
Since the Lie bialgebroid pD, D˚q arises from the r-matrix π, by §4.1 we have a Lie algebroid morphism 7 : D˚Ñ D. Since F and D are projective foliations, we can use the results of Debord [12] . In [12, Thm. 1, p. 492] it is shown that the holonomy groupoid associated to a projective foliation is a quasi-graphoid (for the definition see §1.2), so in particular HpDq is a quasi-graphoid. Now, since HpFq integrates the Lie algebroid D˚, there is a neighbourhood V of the identity section in HpFq which is isomorphic to a neighbourhood of the identity section in Γ. The composition φ : V ãÑ Γ Ñ ∆ Ñ HpDq commutes with the source and target maps. Since HpFq is s-connected and HpDq a quasi-graphoid, we can apply [12, Prop. 1, p. 474 ] to conclude that there is a unique extension Φ : HpFq Ñ HpDq of φ which is a morphism of Lie groupoids.
Φ differentiates to 7, and is an anti-Poisson map since V ãÑ Γ Ñ ∆ is a Poisson map and ∆ Ñ HpDq is an anti-Poisson map. 
Examples

Linear Heisenberg-Poisson structures
For the next class of examples we need some preparation. We omit the proof of the following lemma. Lemma 4.13. Let pV, πq be a Poisson vector space (i.e. π P^2V ). 1) A symplectic groupoid integrating the Poisson manifold pV, πq is V˚˙V , with
• the action groupoid structure induced by the action of the Lie group pV˚,`q on V as follows: ξ P V˚acts translating by π 7 ξ, 19 Equivalently, using the canonical identification V˚ˆV -T˚V˚, it is given by minus the canonical symplectic form on T˚V˚plus a "magnetic term", namely the pullback of π viewed as a 2-form on V˚.
2) When π has full rank, denoting by ω P^2V˚the corresponding 20 symplectic form, the following is an isomorphism of symplectic groupoids:
where V˚˙V is as in 1) and VˆV is the pair groupoid endowed with symplectic form ωˆp´ωq.
Using the above lemma we can describe explicitly the Poisson groupoid HpFq for a class of almost regular Poisson manifolds.
Proposition 4.14. Let V be a vector space and π P^2V a bivector with full rank, i.e. one obtained from a symplectic form. Let f : R Ñ R a smooth function such that tt : f ptq ‰ 0u is dense in R.
Consider the almost regular Poisson manifold pVˆR, Π :" f ptqπq and denote by F its symplectic foliation.
as a Poisson groupoid, where for V˚˙VˆR
• the action groupoid structure is induced by the action of the Lie group pV˚,`q on VˆR as follows: ξ P V˚acts translating by pf ptqπ 7 ξ, 0q,
• the symplectic leaves are pV˚˙Vˆttu, Ω f ptqπ q as introduced in Lemma 4.13, where t ranges over all real numbers.
Proof. Since f is a smooth function, the groupoid structure and Poisson structure on V˚˙VˆR are smooth. They are compatible and combine into a Poisson groupoid by Lemma 4.13 1).
Notice that, with the notation of Thm. Remark 4.15. In the case f ptq " t, the almost regular Poisson manifolds of Prop. 4.14 are instances of the Heisenberg-Poisson manifolds arising from symplectic manifolds considered in Ex. 3.2, and also of log-f symplectic manifolds. The Lie groupoid HpFq described in Prop. 4.14 is isomorphic to the tangent groupoid of Connes associated to the manifold V , i.e. to the union over all t P Rzt0u of copies of the pair groupoid VˆV and at t " 0 of the vector bundle T V (seen as a Lie groupoid over V ). This can be checked directly using Lemma 4.13 (use item 2) at t ‰ 0 and item 1) at t " 0). In general, as pointed out to us by E. Hawkins, for the Heisenberg-Poisson manifold of any symplectic manifold M , the associated singular foliation has holonomy groupoid isomorphic to the tangent groupoid of M .
More generally, for any Poisson manifold pM, πq, consider the singular foliation (denoted by F 1 ) of the Heisenberg-Poisson manifold pMˆR, tπq. The holonomy groupoid HpF 1 q, a topological groupoid over MˆR, was given in [2, §3] generalizing a construction called "deformation to the normal cone" or "explosion". If π is almost regular then tπ is also almost regular, and
where F is the singular foliation on M induced by π. Thm. 4.3 implies that HpF 1 q is a Poisson groupoid. Notice that symplectic groupoids for Heisenberg-Poisson manifolds arising from symplectic manifolds were constructed by Weinstein in [29] using "double explosions", and the construction was extended by Hawkins [17, §2, §4.3 ] to more general Heisenberg-Poisson manifolds.
5 On the role of the holonomy covers in the integrability problem Let E Ñ M be an arbitrary Lie algebroid and put F the singular foliation associated to E, namely F is the C 8 pM q-submodule of X c pM q generated by the image of Γ c pEq by the anchor map. Recall that the integrability problem for E consists of determining whether there exists an s-connected Lie groupoid whose Lie algebroid is isomorphic to E. In this section we discuss the role of the germinal isotropy Lie algebras h x (see §1.3) and the holonomy covers 21 of leaves of F in the integrability problem for E.
Let us start with this by exhibiting some evidence which motivates us to look at the Lie algebras h x in the first place. Recall from [9, Def. 3.1] that the obstruction to the integrability of E is described by the monodromy groups: At every point x P M , the monodromy group at x is a certain subset N x pEq of the center Zg x of the isotropy Lie algebra g x (the latter was defined through the extension (1.2)). By [9] , the main 22 requirement for the integrability of E is the discreteness of N x pEq for every x P M (first integrability obstruction). It turns out that these monodromy groups, at least nearby the origin, are contained in the germinal isotropy Lie algebras: Proposition 5.1. Let E Ñ M be any Lie algebroid. For every x P M there is an open neighbourhood U of x in E such that N x pEq X U lies inside the germinal isotropy Lie algebra h x .
Proof. By [9, Prop. 5.10], there is an open neighbourhood U of x in E such that every element v P N x pEq X U can locally be extended to a smooth section σ of E taking values in the monodromy groups. Since the monodromy group at any point y lies inside kerpρ y q " g y , in particular σ takes values in the kernel of the anchor map ρ, so v P h x by Lemma 1.11. Remark 5.2. As we saw in Prop. 2.1, when E " T˚M , where pM, πq is a Poisson manifold, the germinal isotropy Lie algebra h x lies in the center Zg x . In this case Prop. 2.1 and Prop. 5.1 can be summarized by the following inclusions: for every x P M there is an open neighbourhood U of x in T˚M such that N x pT˚M q X U Ă h x Ă Zpkerpρ x qq.
Extensions of Lie algebroids and the first integrability obstruction
In order to understand better the role of the germinal isotropy Lie algebras and the holonomy covers in the integrability problem of the Lie algebroid E, let us change our point of view slightly: Recall from [9] that the monodromy group N x pEq is isomorphic to a subgroup of the image M x of a certain boundary map B x : π 2 pL x q Ñ g x , where L x is the leaf through x and g x the (usual) isotropy Lie algebra at x, namely the kernel of the anchor map ρ x : E x Ñ T x L x . Also recall that N x pEq is discrete iff M x is discrete. a) In favorable cases 23 , the boundary map is calculated as follows: Let σ : T x L x Ñ E x be a right-splitting of the anchor map ρ x and put R σ : T x L xˆTx L x Ñ g x its curvature. Then Brγs " ż S 2 γ˚R σ for every rγs P π 2 pL x q. This shows that the integrability of E is strongly related with the understanding of each fiber E x as an extension 0 Ñ g x Ñ E x ρx ÝÑ T x L x Ñ 0. b) On the other hand, as we saw earlier in the sequel (cf. eq. (1.6)) the restriction E Lx is also an extension
Recall from [13] that HpFq Lx " s´1pL x q is a (transitive) Lie groupoid and its Lie algebroid is A F Lx .
c) As we saw in §2.1 though, when the foliation F is projective we can write the entire Lie algebroid E as an extension
As A F is the Lie algebroid of the holonomy groupoid HpFq, this extension automatically carries all the germinal isotropy Lie algebras h x as well as the holonomy covers HpFq x :" s´1pxq of the leaves L x . It is straightforward that E is integrable if and only if this extension is integrable. 23 That is, when the isotropy Lie algebra gx is abelian.
Whence the integrability problem for Lie algebroids can be cast to the integrability problem for extensions of Lie algebroids. The latter was treated by Brahic in [5] , so we can exploit the apparatus given there. Let us discuss the calculation of the (first) integrability obstruction for the extension (5.1). a) As we said above, the restriction HpFq Lx is a Lie groupoid and it integrates the Lie algebroid A F Lx . Put HpFq x " s´1pxq. Since (5.1) is a "clean" extension (see Remark 1.14) in the sense of Brahic [5] , the obstruction to its integrability is described by the behaviour, as x moves along M , of the groups x M x defined as the image of a boundary map p B x : π 2 pHpFq x q Ñ h x .
b) Now assume that the kernel h Lx of the extension (5.1) is abelian. The arguments in [9, Lemma 3.6] can be adapted to the setting of [5, §4] . Thus extension (5.1) can be used to calculate the groups x M x in the following way: Choose a splitting ω : A c) As mentioned in Remark 5.2, the assumption that h Lx be abelian is satisfied when E " T˚M for pM, πq an arbitrary Poisson manifold. Consider for instance the Lie-Poisson structure of sup2q˚. In Example 3.18 we showed that the germinal isotropy Lie algebra vanishes at 0, whence the monodromy group at 0 vanishes. The germinal isotropy h x at every other point x ‰ 0 is equal to the (usual) isotropy g x of the Lie algebroid E " T˚sup2q˚because the leaf at x is regular (cf. extension (1.5)). Since regular leaves leaf are spheres it follows that g x " R.
Last, let us discuss the relation between the monodromy groups M x and x M x . Since HpFq Lx is a Lie groupoid, we have an HpFq , so we obtain a map t˚: π 2 pHpFq x q Ñ π 2 pL x q. This map is injective, as one sees looking at the associated long exact sequence of homotopy groups. The interested reader may check the definitions of the boundary maps B x and p B x given in [9] and [5] respectively, to verify that p B x " B x˝t˚. Hence x M x is always a subgroup of M x .
By the injectivity of t˚above, we see that determining x M x requires in principle less computations than determining M x .
Conclusions
The discussion in the previous section §5.1 concludes that thanks to:
• the notion of germinal isotropy;
• working with holonomy covers of leaves instead of the leaves themselves, we can establish the following facts: a) If E Ñ M is a Lie algebroid with abelian germinal isotropy at each point x P M , the monodromy groups x M x can be computed as in (5.3).
b) The monodromy groups x M x of any Poisson manifold pM, πq can be computed as in (5.3).
c) Let pM, πq be an arbitrary Poisson manifold. If the holonomy covers of the leaves of the associated symplectic foliation are 2-connected, i.e. π 2 pHpFq x q " t0u for all x P M , then the Lie algebroid T˚M is integrable.
Item (c) above follows because when all the holonomy covers are 2-connected, the monodromy groups x M x vanish for every x P M . For instance, this is exactly what happens for the example given in Prop. 4.14.
The almost regular case Proof. Fix x P M . The s-fibers at x of the short exact sequence (5.5) constitute the fibration 1 Ñ pker pq x Ñ Σ x p Ñ HpFq x Ñ 1. Apply the long exact sequence of homotopy groups to this fibration, and use that π 2 ppker pq x q " t0u (since π 2 of any Lie group is trivial) and that π 1 pΣ x q " t0u. This delivers the short exact sequence of groups (5.6).
